1 a StrateGic enclaVe located on the route linking the north of castile with the ports of Galicia and the point of departure for reaching Portugal via braganza, since ancient times, Puebla de Sanabria had been a strategic frontier post in northwest Spain [1] . trade between the adjacent kingdoms and the area was intensive and ongoing, and transit of people and goods was customary, further strengthened by the fact that the town also lay on the pilgrims' route to Santiago. this explains why the catholic kings were informed in 1492 of the importance of the Spanish ports and Saelices, and why many years later Philip ii made it a dry port and customs post where duties were levied on goods that had been disembarked in Vigo [2] . a few, somewhat inconclusive, intimations of the origins of Puebla de Sanabria's defences exist. according to i. cardiñanos, 'urbs Sanabria' is mentioned as the district's principal town in the 10th century [2] . it may well be that before that time some kind of fortification had been built by the kings of leon as they advanced southwards during the reconquest [3] . a castle had become the seat of local government at least from the 12th century, and we know that in the 12th and 13th centuries a high medieval castle was built on the site of today's fortress built by the noble Pimentel family for which it provided the base. all that remains of this primitive fortress are some walls on the eastern base of the walls and the tower [3] . the fortified medieval city walls of Puebla de Sanabria also date from this period. it protected the houses in the castle vicinity. its walls were 1.5 m thick with square towers and extended over 8 ha in an oval shape extending for 270 m from north to south and 140 m from east to west. there are no remains of this wall standing today. in the mid-15th century, this wall would have been practically complete, as cardiñanos mentioned. this may be deduced from the count of benavente's capture of the town in 1451: 'he closed the gates of the town and closed them with their key (…) and having closed them he opened them' [4] .
2 the caStle oF the countS oF benaVente during the 15th century Puebla de Sanabria underwent a number of changes to its legal status. in 1398 juan alfonso Pimentel received benavente, thanks to his part in numerous intrigues. in the civil wars that took place during the reign of henry iV, he managed to extend his possessions to tierra de campos and Galicia, including la Puebla. Following disputes between Peter i and his brother henry, the losada family were rewarded with the gift of Sanabria for services rendered. Subsequently in 1451, during the wars between john ii and henry iV, Mayor de Porras bartered half of the town with alonso de Pimentel, third count of benavente. the counts of benavente gained possession of Puebla de Sanabria in its entirety from 1479 onwards, having confiscated the assets of diego de losada, because he had supported the king of Portugal in the campo Sagrado campaign. this new possession was seen by the count of benavente as a strategic enclave for recovering the dominion of the Portuguese town of braganza. as a result, the counts of benavente became one of the most powerful houses in castile.
the domain of Sanabria required a modern fortress capable of housing incipient artillery weapons. alonso Pimentel began work on a new castle with a quadrangular base, with cylindrical towers at its corners. this is clear from his will, dating from 1455 [5] . construction was halted at various times due to a lack of funds. in 1580 rodrigo alonso Pimentel recommenced work, raising the funds through a number of taxes imposed on all the inhabitants within his jurisdiction. according to cardiñanos, the work was completed by his successors [2] . alonso Pimentel and ana de Velasco received joan the Mad and Philip the Fair at the castle in 1506. construction was based on rammed earth walls and masonry with interlinked flagstones similar to the typical enclosures of the time. the castle has been analysed by various authors in recent years [6, 7] . Some plans remain from later centuries which define the castle in detail, in particular that of juan Martín Zermeño dating from 1766 ( Fig. 1) . as with the magnificent fortresses of that time, such as the castle of Santiago de Pamplona [8] or the castle of Salsas built by Master ramírez [9] , the castle of Sanabria soon became obsolete, unable to accommodate modern artillery weapons from the 16th century onwards.
3 FortiFied wallS in the 16th and 17th centurieS this first medieval enclosure lent itself to fierce tax and duty controls. during the mid-16th century, as mentioned, Philip ii made it the site of a dry port customs post. cardiñanos collected a range of tolls and duties imposed on a number of products at that time. he also demanded payment from traders en route to Portugal, who by the end of the century began to use the French route, to the detriment of the area.
in the early years of the 16th century some of the crown's forts, such as cádiz, Fuenterrabía and Pamplona, underwent considerable transformations incorporating innovative designs brought from italy. all efforts were concentrated on significant ports and on the frontier with France, while scant work was done to modernise the enclaves on the Portuguese border [10] . this neglect was confirmed with the absorption of Portugal into the Spanish monarchy in 1580. la Puebla conserved its obsolete medieval walls with its quadrangular towers, dominated by the castle. new artillery weaponry capable of launching explosive projectiles made any proper defence unviable during the early years of the 17th century.
in 1640, after the uprising in Portugal's struggle to restore its independence, a new phase began in which work commenced to fortify Puebla de Sanabria. From 1660 to 1665, after years of acrimonious struggle, a second fortified enclosure was built complete with bastions which encompassed the whole hill with its lower slopes. this would seem to indicate that the modernisation process had begun in the 1640s, as records show that in 1642 the Spanish army advanced to braganza with 1,500 troops and subsequently proceeded to shore up the enceinte. it was during this period that work began on the San carlos fort in the southern part of the battlements [11] . this protective construction was one of the first modern forts built in the Spanish peninsula. later, in the 18th century it would be criticised for its scant dimensions and because the external terrain was not easily visible. recent excavations have recovered its foundations. ar.e-t.7-c.2-349.
4 PortuGueSe workS durinG the war oF the SPaniSh SucceSSion existing documentation does not provide precise knowledge of how construction of the bastioned walls developed, nor is it feasible to discern this from the remains preserved today. however, using 18th century plans, a hypothesis has been put forward with respect to the possible structure of the second wall before and during the second war of the Spanish Succession. the first dates from 1715, the result of French collaboration in the war (Fig. 2) . the plan is kept at the château of Vincennes and was published by bonet correa [12] . it is extremely precise and describes the bastioned fortifications in place during the war of the Spanish Succession 1706.
a plan drawn up after 1722, which reflects engineer carlos robelin's project commissioned by Philip V, shows the works carried out by the Portuguese following the conquest of the fortress and their domination from 1710 to 1716, during the war of the Spanish Succession (Fig. 3) . to the north there are two large-scale bastions in the shape of a scissor, which is quite unusual for the time. to the east a new bastion was raised looking out over the river, and, finally, a dyke in the north-western part in order to contain the waters of the river castro. this scissor arrangement gave a strong modern aspect to the stronghold; however, it was criticised by engineers in the service of the Spanish crown, who claimed that it was inoperable. Pedro Moreau, a military engineer, drew up two further plans in 1743 and 1755, which show the two fortified walls of la Puebla and the modifications made by the Portuguese (Figs. 4 and 5). 5 juan Martín ZerMeño, enGineer General after the war of the Spanish Succession, Spanish military engineers grew in scientific knowledge and technical capacity under the guidance of engineer General jorge Próspero de Verboom, who was originally from antwerp [13] . his experience as a designer of fortification works and in siege warfare resulted in projects such as the barcelona citadel and the fortifications of alicante, ceuta, Málaga, Pamplona, etc. Puebla de Sanabria was, together with Zamora and ciudad rodrigo, an important enclave on the Portuguese-Spanish border, linked to worrying episodes, such as those of the recent war of the Spanish Succession. nevertheless, Verboom prioritised investment in the fortified strongholds on the French border.
Following Verboom's death in 1744, Francisco Manuel de Velasco, Marquis of Pozoblanco, succeeded him as engineer General. this was a short-lived post as the second engineer General died in 1747. Soon after, on 14 august 1749, juan Martín Zermeño [14] was appointed temporary General commander of the engineering corps assuming the duties of engineer General until 1756 [15] .
the career path of this prestigious military engineer, like that of Verboom, was exemplary and meritorious. he was a highly skilled technician with a wide knowledge of the art of fortifying, attacking and defending fortresses. he began his career as assistant engineer in 1719, because of which it is assumed that he must have been born in ciudad rodrigo towards the end of the 17th century. having passed his examination for entry to the engineering corps, he was posted to Melilla. in 1725 he rose to the rank of captain, and in 1726 he was promoted to ordinary engineer. having taken part in the siege of Gibraltar in 1727 under Verboom, and having returned to carry out other operations in Melilla, he was again promoted on 12 September 1739 to chief engineer, and the following year to infantry colonel. he was also involved in campaigns in italy after the 1741 treaty of alliance between Spain, France, bavaria, Sardinia, the two Sicilies and the Palatine electors of cologne and Saxony. he was wounded in one of these campaigns, during the siege of coni. when the chief engineer juan de la Ferrière was demobbed following a serious illness the Marquis of la Mina, who was commander-in-chief of the army in italy, appointed him General commander of engineers as part of that army.
From the documentation in the archives of the aGS, ihcM and the SGe, in addition to other research on his scientific and professional experience, we are able to conclude that he did not possess the extensive knowledge and experience of his predecessor, the engineer from antwerp. in this first phase, as the head of fortifications in Spain, he designed and carried out construction of the San Fernando de Figueras fort in 1753, an outstanding construction which effectively resolved defence of the French border with respect to the Principality of catalonia [16] . another highlight of his career was the general plan for the enceinte and port of barcelona in 1750-1751, which involved significant work on the fortifications. he also executed an important project for the castle of Montjuich in 1751-1752. Finally, his general plan for the fortification of Pamplona merits mention, in which he corrected some of Verboom's premises [17] (Figs. 6 and 7) .
after a transition stage resulting from a merger of the engineering and artillery corps in 1756, and subsequent separation in 1758, Zermeño once more occupied the post of chief engineer following the end of the Seven years war in a second phase from 1766 to 1773, the year of his death. when he was appointed chief engineer, Zermeño drew up an extensive series of projects, which included those carried out in la Puebla de Sanabria, Zamora and ciudad rodrigo, in addition to cádiz, cartagena and orán. having reinforced the frontier fortifications on the French border, Zermeño proposed turning his attention to the most important plazas on the northern border with Portugal, which had once again suffered the consequences of a new conflict.
6 the SeVen yearS war: 1756-1763 the Seven years war (1756-1763) plunged europe into all-out war, extending the battlefield as far as india and north america. austria and Prussia's ambitions with regard to control of Silesia, among other causes, mainly the colonial rivalry between england and France in north america and india, led to a reversal of alliances in european politics following the Peace of aquisgrán. Spain was subsequently to become embroiled in the war against Portugal and england in the caribbean. it signed an alliance with France, with the third Pacte de Famille (1758-1761), which brought Spain into a war for which it was ill prepared. Military operations were launched with the invasion of Portugal by the hispanio-French army in 1762, the capture of havana and Manila by the british fleet and defence of the río de la Plata after an anglo-Portuguese invasion attempt in 1763. the Seven years war was a conflict which altered the borders of many countries and led to a reassessment of new policies.
this belligerent context provides the backdrop to the plan devised by Zermeño for the fortifications of Puebla de Sanabria. From the start of hostilities in 1756, there was seen to be a need to speed up modernisation of the Peninsula's border fortifications. Proposals were put forward for improvements to most of the fortified enceintes of the strategic peninsular: alcudia, ayamonte, Pamplona, San Sebastián, Fuenterrabía, cádiz, Gibraltar, ciudad rodrigo, Zamora, Puebla de Sanabria, la coruña, alicante, cartagena, etc. Most of the projects were created in 1756, and memorably in 1760, and tended to decrease towards the end of the conflict.
7 ZerMeño'S Project For Puebla de Sanabria in 1766 Following the events of the previous war, Zermeño decided to reinforce the defences of the northern frontier with Portugal. having examined the territory, he decided to strengthen the fortified enceintes of Puebla de Sanabria, Zamora and ciudad rodrigo [18] , along with the concepción fort [19] . he excluded others that in preceding centuries had been reinforced, such as Fermoselle, torregamones, alcañices and carbajales de alba [20] . the reason was simple, it was necessary to adjust investments to the most strategic sites while the fortresses provided logistic support in the form of a system of fortifications.
we have a detailed report of Zermeño's plan for Puebla de Sanabria in 1766, from which conclusions can be drawn regarding the shortcomings of the fortifications, and how they could be improved in the most rational and economic manner, adapting to the garrison provided to defend the fortified enceinte [21] (Fig. 8) .
From his initial analysis of the landscape, Zermeño highlighted the dominion of the tenaza or lobeznos hill, situated in the east overlooking the river, whereas the western part was dominated by heights or elevations, which hampered the project. the most damaging attacks on the enceinte were unquestionably from this western end 'which is its only point of attack', 'as this elevation is the most harmful to the enceinte due to its height and layout and because there is some land for attack and battery and enemies can reach the enceinte under cover' [21, p. 6] . the northeast part was protected by a dam which the Portuguese had constructed in the gully of candanedo, which made this a difficult part of the terrain. at the eastern line of the walls overlooking the river tera, the slope was considerable and the defenders had a clear advantage. evidently, there were appropriate techniques for attack, such as undermining, but they were slow and arduous tasks which would allow the defenders time to obtain assistance.
Zermeño's report details some of the most significant effects noted in the fortified enceinte. the walls of the town at their higher part -those of the medieval period -'were of inferior material, made from slate and clay providing little resistance for the canon' [21, p. 2]. Furthermore there were only two bastions, the Portuguese one which overlooked the river tera, which therefore was provided with a natural defence due to the escarpment of the land, and the bastion close to the gateway, which led to the surrounding settlement. this was too small and not particularly useful. the houses in this part were too close to the parapets, making communication difficult. the tenaille built by the Portuguese in the north was deemed to be 'extremely capable', although the report criticised the moat excavated in the slate. this could be flooded by creating a dyke which would allow the flow of water from the candanedo brook. the settlement enclosure, which was lower than that of the town, also had serious defects. it was built of slate and clay as before. it had 'four small bastions and some angles, situated very low and with the same defects as those of the town, and almost the whole part that faced west is dominated and aligned with by the adjacent hills.' 'it has an ancient badly constructed fort' was his opinion of the San carlos fort, as it later became known. 'this fort has two enclosures, the interior being very small derelict and useless as it is so narrow; the second, although it has more capacity is also small and not very useful due to its poor construction.' Finally, the barracks were found to be small and the stores insufficient.
Zermeño's project proposed a significant transformation of the existing enclosure, making it one of the best fortified enceintes in the north of Spain. as an initial premise it was decided to build larger bastions for Puebla de Sanabria, which would be well proportioned and able to combat with their crossfire both the external surrounding land and the moat through their casemates. the dimensions of the façades and the sides -approximately 50 m and 20 m respectively -were far superior to the obsolete bastions of the previous century. however, they did not match the maximum dimensions of fortifications at that time [22] , which established a flanking distance according to effective musket fire [23] , some 240 m [24] , with bastion facade lengths ranging from 75 m to 90 m. this occurs with other projects designed by Zermeño, such as Pamplona, Figueras and Monjuich. the conditions of the pre-existing enceintes had a considerable effect on the potential for shaping an enclosure able to cope with the canons.
thus it is possible to describe in order of relevance the works that Zermeño proposed in his project. the most important projects are as follows:
1. a small redoubt high on the tenaza or lobeznos hill (Fig. 10, right) . From this elevation the western part would be covered, which would require the enemy to invest considerable time in order to capture this front and proceed to attack: 'this stronghold will defend the Fort from the aforementioned attack [that which was to replace that of San carlos], protecting the whole western front, flanking it with their fire and covering all the intermediate gullys; therefore it would be necessary for the enemy to attack beforehand, losing time and people, allowing help to be at hand, or permitting accidents which could foil the action' [21, p. 6] . the report mentions that previously in 1752, engineer antonio de Gaver had planned a fort at the height of iruela. it had proved too expensive and would have been useless as it was at a distance of over 550 toises. in Gaver's plan, preserved at the SGe archives, the location of this fort was not noted (Fig. 9) . it also differs on this point with the opinion of engineer carlos robelin, who in 1722 had proposed dominating the Vera cruz elevation with a tenaille at a distance of some 200 toises from the enceinte (Fig. 3 ). 2. a new fort replacing the existing one at the southern elevation of the settlement. it would be a notable stronghold or bastion which connected with the enciente (Fig. 10, left) . it would have a weak gorge and a safeguard for the troops which could be destroyed if the enemy were to capture it. it would contain accommodation for the troops. 3. reformation of the layout of the tenaille built by the Portuguese half a century earlier to the north of the plaza. it was a serious defect which could be remedied at a low cost. a tenaille was to be built in front of the Sanabria gate, shortening its facades forming flanks and wall curtains, thus removing the dead angle. this would result in a staggered defence towards the river. it also suggested re-establishing the dam built by the Portuguese to contain the waters of the candanedo brook which was in ruins, creating a new one with palisade and stone in front of the Moscabirote bastion. the land in this part would be waterlogged, facilitating defence and preventing the enemy from capturing the heights of the tenaza. Similar techniques had been employed for centuries in holland (Fig. 11 ). the remaining proposals addressed how to modernise the existing bastions or add new ones. two enclosures would remain at two different levels well contained on their fronts and curtain walls:
4. construction of a new bastion in the Sanabria gateway. it was extremely important due to its situation. 5. incorporation of the Moscabirote bastion in the upper enceinte, which had been part of the settlement enclosure, increasing and improving it. 6. a front with two half bastions in front of the gateway known as midway, which overlooked the settlement. its curtain walls connected with the lower curtain walls of the settlement. 7. arrangement of three new and extensive bastions in the lower enclosure of the settlement, 'rebuilding all its walls and creating another half bastion in the part of the river tera, in order to flank and defend the whole front with the aid of the Portuguese bastion' [21, p. 5] . they would be known as the San juan, chambergo and Mateo García bastions. the last two were laid out on two existing bastions of the same name, but were built in such a way that they corrected the obliqueness with regard to the front in respect of the San carlos fort, 'so that their fire would be direct, the front regular and their capacity sufficient as the present bastions are extremely reduced'. 8. reinforcement of the western front of the settlement. a revelin between the San juan and chambergo bastions was proposed which was to be well proportioned and would communicate through its gorge with the curtain wall. nothing was mentioned of this communication project. with regard to the plan, it was similar to the layout of caponiers for defending the moat, which was typical of the era, and which Zermeño would introduce in other fortifications such as Zamora or ciudad rodrigo [25] , following the proposals of the Marquis of Montalembert [26] . it was essential to reinforce this western front which, due its nature, was at a lower level of the front of the Moscabirote and Sanabria bastions, and the planned fort in lobeznos.
with respect to the town enceinte, it was urgent to rebuild the masonry walls from the gateway of Sanabria up to its closure, maintaining the Portuguese bastion, which although apparently useless was well constructed. regarding the treatise on the need to provide good barracks -since there were only two, one in town and another in the settlement -for 500 infantry and 80 horses, it was proposed that the castle of the counts of benavente should be reformed and renovated so that it could fulfil this function. its construction was solid and would provide every guarantee of protection in the event of a siege, such as the provisions store (Fig. 1) . as may be seen, the project was an ambitious one and substantially altered the pre-existing fortifications. Zermeño would not quantify the costs of the intervention as he had done for other projects. aware of the difficulties the royal treasury faced in providing resources, he explained that in his view they were important advantages and they justified the choice of Puebla de Sanabria as the main fortification of the northern Spanish-Portuguese border:
Firstly because most of these would not require excavation for their foundations as the rock is open or very close thus providing their base. Secondly, because the materials are nearby and extremely suitable and thirdly because the workers on the land are moderate [21, p. 7] . the greatest inconvenience was the lack of lime for making mortar. Previously, this had been easily available from the campos or from Portugal at a reasonable price; however, as it was no longer possible, it would be necessary to bring two master masons from catalonia who could make lime using pebbles, as they had been doing in Figueras and barcelona. the river tera was full of raw materials, and timber was guaranteed in the surrounding area.
Zermeño completed his explanation ratifying the importance of Puebla de Sanabria in defending the Spanish border, making it more important than the Zamora fortifications due to its strategic importance:
[a]nd it only remains to add that if your Majesty decides to improve the fortifications on this border such action should be preferred to reinforcing Zamora, given its proximity to the neighbouring kingdom, the facility of its entries and communications, the country that covers and safeguards its location on the river tera, and the aid that can be supplied to the territories of alcañices to the banks of the esla, from all of which it may be deduced that this provides convincing evidence of this opinion.
the Zermeño project was never executed for reasons of economy; however, it was a rational exercise involving enormous technical mastery designed to ensure sufficient defence of the border passage with a minimal investment of resources. 8 concluSionS Puebla de Sanabria was from the earliest times a strategic enclave of the first order in defending the Spanish-Portuguese border. this was reinforced in the 17th and 18th centuries due to Portugal's war of independence, the war of the Spanish Succession and the Seven years war, in which the town played an important role with significant episodes. the fortifications of this Zamoran town underwent a development similar to those of numerous Spanish border fortifications. to an initial medieval enceinte, overlooked by its imposing 15th century castle, was added a second bastion construction and a small external fort, thus circling the entire hill with fortifications at various levels. the walls were of poor quality -slate and clay -due to the scarcity of lime and the lack of financial resources. the bulwarked enclosure had few bastions and these were small with scant artillery capacity. Puebla de Sanabria was considered of less importance than other fortifications such as ciudad rodrigo or Zamora.
after the Seven years war, and taking into account modernisation of the strongholds along the French border and in the coastal enclaves carried out in the first half of the 17th century, engineer general juan Martín Zermeño, in his second period at the head of the Military engineering corps, carried out three significant projects on the Spanish-Portuguese border. he raised the matter of Puebla de Sanabria's strategic importance, and prioritised this over the Zamora enceinte. he was critical of the state of the fortifications, mainly the poor layout of the San carlos fort, and the detrimental nature of the tenaille built by the Portuguese during the war of the Spanish Succession, which also introduced dead angles. he must certainly have analysed earlier projects such as those of engineer carlos robelin, from whom he took the idea of replacing the San carlos fort with a prominent bastion. however, he distanced himself from reinforcing the height of the Vera cruz with a tenaille and a counter-guard between this tenaille and the city. he also criticised antonio de Gaver's recent proposal to build a fort on the iruela hill, which he considered too far from the fortifications.
the Zermeño project was coherent and provided a masterly solution and in a manner aligned with available resources in terms of the work required. he had to address the difficult task of modernising two obsolete enceintes with extremely small bastions adapting to the form and outline of the existing hill and its immediate elevations. due to all these conditioning factors, it was necessary to reduce the flanking distance and the length of the bastion facades by 40% in contrast to the maximum fortification measurements of the time. the most important aspects of this project focused on construction of a stronghold at the height of lobeznos, communicating with a prominent bastion which would replace the San carlos fort; a new northern front rebuilding the tenaille and creating flanks on the bastions and the curtain walls between them; and a renovated front to the west with the bastions of San juan and chambergo, in addition to a revelin in front of these.
